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Budget Uncertainty
The City of Manhattan Beach has begun again with what
this writer refers to as our “silly season”—or the prelude
to the final annual City budget; with a lot of sound and
fury, but pretty much ending up the same as the last year.
Despite all City declarations to the contrary, residents are
never provided sufficient information to fully participate in
the process, and in fact are lead away from really getting
to the meat of how our city is financed in order to make a
good informed contribution.
Matter of Opinion. Taken from the top, where our current
mayor in her year-end Beach Reporter article stated that:

(Ed. Note: The following is based on an interview with
Don McPherson, whose efforts on behalf of the residents
are more than notable.)
He was a Mira Costa High School student when he,
and other similarly impacted residents, first spoke during
a scheduled Manhattan Beach City Council meeting and
emphasized the need for the Shade Hotel to install noise
mitigation measures. –Brent Taylor has since graduated
Costa and went on to complete his college years and
get married; however, resolution of the problems still
attributed to living adjacent to the Hotel brought him back
to a recent Planning Commission meeting. “I can’t believe
all this noise is still going on,” he stated.

“Our outside independent auditors gave the city an
unqualified audit opinion, meaning that there were no
issues with our finances, which reflects the city’s strong
internal controls and sound fiscal practices.

Modification of the Use Permit was an issue brought
before City Council eleven times during the last year,
part of the ongoing effort to stop disturbances in the
neighborhood. The purpose of the February 12 Planning
Commission meeting was to receive testimony, with
questions put to Staff, Shade owner Zislis and his
acoustic consultant, Don Behrens. There was no
attempt to reach any decision: it was just a matter for the
Planning Commission to get all the desired information
and then to instruct Staff regarding further action.

So we are to be left with the impression that all is ticketyboo; nothing to worry about. But at risk of sounding wonkish,
anyone close to understanding financial statements knows
that an unqualified audit opinion says nothing about the
state of the finances, or that the internal controls are
strong, or that the fiscal practices are sound.
The City’s February 4, 2014 report introducing the financial
statements referenced comes closer to what is means to
have an “unqualified audit opinion”:
“The City has received an unqualified audit opinion,
meaning that the auditor believes that the City’s financial
statements are fairly presented in all material respects in
conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP).”

During the meeting, a Shade supporter testified that she
was a frequent visitor at the Shade, was not aware of any
noise, and believed that the residents were overreacting,
an assertion with which Commissioner Paralusz totally
disagreed. As a member of the Commission during
2009 and 2010 when six hearings to formulate the 2010
Conditional Use Permit were held, Paralusz stated that
the Shade definitely did create noise disturbances in the
residential neighborhood.

That is it. That is all an unqualified opinion means. The
primary purpose of a financial statement audit is to provide
assurance to the users of the financial statements that
these statements are reliable—not that there are no issues
with the finances, or the internal controls, or the fiscal
practices.

On November 27, 2013, the City Prosecutor filed
a criminal misdemeanor complaint in Superior Court
over a disturbance earlier that month. Commssioner
Andreani, also on the Planning Commission in 2009 and

As one curriculum stated:
“A governmental entity might receive a “qualified opinion” if
the auditors conclude there is a departure from accounting
Continue page 5
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Lest We Forget...

THE GOOD AND THE BAD

Jan Dennis

by Madonna Newburg
MBRA Senior Liaison

Appearing in the February 1st, 2014
issue of the Daily Breeze, an article
written by Gregory J. Wilcox left
Manhattan Beach residents talking
and questioning the location of the
439 million dollar-plus home sales, but
for me, it made me sad to realize how
insensitive some of the real estate
industry market in Manhattan Beach
is to our communities’ character and
history.
As quoted by Adolph Janes of
Shorewood Realtors, “The typical
2,000 square foot homes and below…
well, we tear those down and we build
new homes”.
Manhattan Beach is losing its historical
landmarks at a frightening pace. The
soul of a community is its history, not
only the heritage of its residents, but
also that of the architecture and the
land. Other communities are trying to
preserve their unique historic homes
and buildings; Manhattan Beach, too,
must retain is architectural link to the
past.
It is through preservation that
future generations will be given
the opportunity to understand and
visualize the quality of their community
and realize that there is more to be
gained by selective preservation than
merely getting rid of the old to make
way for the new.
(Dennis is Chair of Manhattan Beach
Heritage Conservancy)

On Wednesdays the Joslyn Community Center is crowded with seniors enjoying
all kinds of activities. If you arrive at noon, you will notice the Women’s
Discussion Group, the Chess Club, the Ping Pong players, Income Tax
Assistants and the Joslyn Senior Club’s potluck folks all finishing up their
activities.
By 1 PM seniors are arriving to view the special “Movies to Enlighten.” At the
same time, the Mah Jong players are setting up, the Craft Club is getting out
their projects and Shuffleboard is underway. Many are enjoying the coffee,
reading newspapers and magazine and talking in small groups in the Oasis.
The part-time staff has been busy coordinating these activities from 8AM until
5PM. Each room has to have the furniture and equipment needed. Arranging
and rearranging all of this keeps them working all day. They also response to
special requests and needs. Our Older Adult Program would not be successful
without them.
However, when we learned the hourly wage these part-time persons are
getting, we were appalled, shocked and disappointed. Many of them have not
had a pay raise since 2006. Why can’t this city pay at least the $10.10 that has
been ordered by our national government? They certainly deserve more than
the lower rate they get now and working without any benefits. How about an
immediate increase in the hourly rate for our hard working part-time staff????

Views expresssed in Observer
articles reflect only those of the author

Three desired points concerning the Manhattan Village Mall were submitted by several residents.
Their recommendations:
• No Parking Garages in Front of Mall
--This is a Village, not a Galleria
--Current design actually results in less parking, not more
• Traffic and Access Improvements Now
--Require Developer to Improve Access to Mall First, Not Later
• Reduce the Size and Density of the Project
--The current plan crams as much as it can in a shoe box--less density, more quality
Observer February 2014
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Editor’s
Column

City Council Report Card
Burton

D'Errico

Howorth
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Appr. contractaware
automation software

In recent months, The Manhattan
Beach City Council has effectively
discussed and approved matters
of interest to the community.
However, there are major issues
which have yet to be addressed
and about which more needs to be
explored, researched, information
disseminated, and full disclosure
made available. Amongst these
are:
The Manhattan Village Mall.
There remain areas which need
clarification; the EIR still needs
addressing and verifiable facts
determined; the wait and see promise
about Macy’s or other changes is too
vague. Most specifically, the Mall
advocates have frequently referred
to those who have not been equally
enthusiastic about the change, as
being opposed to any renovation
plans. This is not-- repeat, not so.
To question a process and inquire
about some plans does not qualify as
opposition. There are real concerns
and there are many residents with
vision of end results and fear of
unintended consequence. So they
express their projected concerns,
urge caution and expediency and
suggest alternatives which may
prove beneficial to the residents
and to this city, even if not to the
developers. They are aware that
the finished product will be what this
community will inherit, after RREEF
has moved on.
In this Observer issue, we have
printed articles and information
which will help explain the position
of those residents who have been
involved with the project since its
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App. Sculpture
Garden Art Works
Vote: YES

first proposal; they, too, see the need
for some changes, but want a Mall
which will reflect what is special
about Manhattan Beach.
...Another issue is that of the yearslong meetings, discussions, promises
made and promises yet to be
realized, of Conditional Use Permits
changed and the countless resident
appeals for less noise, mitigation
measures still to be implemented,
hours of lost sleep---all of which
remain part of the ongoing process
which defines the Ardmore Ave.
and surrounding neighborhood
interaction with the Shade Hotel.
The issue has come before many
Planning Commissioners and several
Council changes and is scheduled
for another Planning Commission
meeting in March. There may well
be children in some of the adjacent
residences who have moved up from
Middle School to Mira Costa and
beyond; and still the issues surface
and satisfactory resolutions sought.
…The residents on Alma Ave. have
been subjected to days of trucks
impacting their driveways and access,
to endless hours of experiencing
vibrations “equivalent to an ongoing
3.0 earthquake” as beams and plates
are inserted. ‘Pounded’ is not an apt
description of the methods used to
force the heavy I beams into the
dense sand. Some homes have had
cinder block walls separated from
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Vote: NO

wood siding, driveways cracked, and
the sleep of infants and the nerves of
their parents impacted. All this, and
more, as construction on massive
homes proceeds while codes and
regulations should be reviewed,
particularly because of the damage
done to existing homes. How much
consideration is Council giving to
reviewing the size of some of the
proposed and ongoing construction;
how big is too big and how deep is
too much—
We all recognize property rights ,
but we also have read the General
Plan and recognize that codes and
regulations need to be in place so
that the neighborhood is not gutted,
and the safety of its streets is not
threatened, and specifics like light and
air are considered. Manhattan Beach
may well be the only, or one of few,
cities with no view ordinance (this,
despite the fact that ’view’ is a frequent
reference in undergrounding).
For some years there has been
a request from various residents to
limit the number of houses under
construction in a one or two block
radius. This would eliminate the
frequent calls about trucks blocking
driveways which prevent exiting one’s
home; it would also cut back on
the dirt and noise resulting from the
construction vehicles.
But in considering this, there is need
for agendizing the Alma situation.
Continue page 4

Editors Column ...cont’ d p. 3

City Hall Update
City Council unanimously approved a Memorandum of Understanding
between the Man. Beach Property Owners Assoc., Friends of Senior & Scout
Community Center and Manhattan Beach City. The approval waives building
permit plans check fees and the MBPOA is donating $500,000. towards the
project costs. The existing Scout House facility was built by volunteers more
than 60 years ago, and less than one-fifth of Man. Beach Boy and Girl Scouts
currently use the Scout House. The proposed 6,000 sq. ft. building will be
available to scouting and older adult programs and will be granted priority use
for the lifetime of the building. The estimated cost of the construction is $2.1
million dollars; a funding drive will be initiated to raise the remainder of the
funds needed.
………………………………………………………………….
To initiate part of the recruitment process of the next Manhattan Beach
City Manager, residents were encouraged to comment on the manager’s
characteristics, traits and attributes to ensure a good fit for the community.
This was an agenda item at the Feb. 18 City Council meeting; in addition,
a survey will shortly be made available through the City’s web-site. E-mails
were sent and residents voiced their recommendations. It is hoped it was
suggested that one of the City Manager’s priorities was to present clarity on
the specific roles of staff, manager and council.
………………………………………………………………….
In a 3-2 vote, Councilmen Burton and D’Errico opposed, Council approved a
contract award in the amount of $340,267 for City-wide Permitting Software.
The majority vote did not support going out to bid, but approved the plan as
presented by Accela, Inc. The purpose is to streamline permit processing,
plan checking and inspection service in the Community Development Dept.,
and will entail approximately $35,400. annually support service. The Work
Plan consisted of 6 phases which will take 18-24 months to implement. The
value of the expenditure, the discussed system and how it will best meet the
City’s essential requirements, should be closely followed by residents.

To MBRA Members:
There are frequent Agenda items and other notices which, when previously
emailed to members, were returned as undeliverable. Those email addresses
probably have been changed.
To assure prompt notice of informational items, and with the firm assurance that
the email address will be used ONLY to provide an update of pending issues,
please help us update our email mailing list. Write: P.O. Box 1149, Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266 \ or email: YourMBRA@gmail.com or phone:
(310) 379-3277
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These residents have been subjected
to conditions about which they
have for too long been patient. For
starters, they need reassurance that
some of the ongoing and proposed
construction going deep into the sand
will not affect the existing homes.
They need an effective response to
the stated concerns seemingly not
heard by Council or Staff.
…Still to be addressed are the
concerns expressed by residents
about various issues: The Scout
House building and whether the goal
to raise the required 2.1 million dollars
will be met; The repeated concerns
voiced by 15th St. residents about the
ever-increasing number of trucks, dirt
and noise and the now added traffic
resulting from the Manhattan Ave.
bike path which ends at 15th; The
City Recovery Cost which should
have been scheduled for a public
hearing months ago, with specific
accounting of itemized charges;
Establishing a process so that the
Consent Calendar does not include
items which should instead be
presented as a public discussion
item; this would avoid a repeat
of the recent error in which staff
recommended approval of an item
which, fortunately, was seen and
removed from the Consent Calendar
prior to the Council meeting; Follow
through on a Councilperson’s
recommendation to list the concerns
and requests made by residents
during the period allocated to
addressing non-agendized items,
and periodically select and place
an item for public discussion at a
subsequent Council meeting. This
would validate the purpose of their
presentation and indicate continued
interest.
E.B.

Continue page 6

Budget Uncertainty....cont’ d p. 1

Shade Disturbance...cont’ d p. 1

principles that does not materially impact whether the
overall financial statements are fairly presented, or if the
audit scope is somewhat limited. An “adverse opinion” is
issued when the auditor believes that the overall financial
statements are so materially misstated that they do not
present fairly the financial position, changes in financial
position, or, if applicable, the cash flows of the entity, but
this opinion is rarely used. An auditor may also “disclaim
an opinion” if there was a severe limitation on the scope of
the audit or the auditor was not independent of the client.”

2010, was aware of all the deliberations and procedures
in processing, and asked staff whether Shade violates
its Use Permit and other regulations like the Noise
Ordinance. However, despite some specific questions
put to Zislis and Planning Manager Laurie Jester, she
received no forthright response; the discussion just
seemed to go off the rail.
One of the points made by Andreani was that staff
claimed that the 2010 CUP never took effect because
Zislis did not implement the noise mitigation measures
and, according to staff, the Use Permit could not go into
effect until all conditions were met.
Andreani then asserted that the 2005 CUP, under which
the Shade operates, required a sound wall between the
zinc lounge and the lobby, in order to effect a reduction
in sound.
However, Shade never implemented the wall, which led
to the question: If the 2010 CUP could not take effect
because Shade did not implement the physical rights
litigation, then why did the 2005 CUP take effect when
Shade did not also implement that noise mitigation?
Under these circumstances, the operative use permit then
reverts to the 2002 Metlox Use Permit….which did not
allow the public in Shade Hotel and did not allow service
of distilled spirits.
Planning Manager Jester responded that sound mitigation
measures were implemented and that was equivalent to
having the wall between the bar and the lobby. Asked
by Chairman Conaway how that was determined, Jester
replied that was done by the Plan Check engineer. In a
continuing exchange, Conaway pointed out that the Plan
Check engineer was not an acoustic expert—and the
discussion ended.
Shade Hotel owner Zislis’ application included a request
to increase the occupancy of the Terrace from 47 patrons
to 90; several of the Commissioners then asked what
that would do to the noise level, and how it relates to an
intensification. This afforded no specific answer. Jester
replied that the Fire Dept. determined that the number 47
is based on seated patrons; however, if some furniture
were moved out and some people were standing, that
would add to the number of occupants.
Fire Chief Espinosa explained that it requires 15 square
feet for seated occupancy and 7 sq. ft for standing
patrons. Converting some of the seated occupancy and
converting it into standing occupancy would increase the
number. This explained the process of how to increase
47 patrons to 90, but never, as with other still open ended
questions, answered what to do about the intensification
of noise.
Commissioners Gross and Conaway were adamant in
their stated belief that the mitigation measures proposed
in the application were inadequate. One of the mitigation
measures in the lobby is to replace the double doors that
open out with a revolving door;

Based on experience, it would be surprising to this writer
if less than 99% of audited government entities received
an unqualified opinion, and more surprising if the number
of “adverse opinions” issued was more than 1 per year.
As such, while it would be charitable to say the Mayor
does not consider such distinctions important, in the
context that City finances should be taken seriously, it
seem that either: (1) the Mayor does not really have an
idea what an auditor’s unqualified opinion means, or (2)
the Mayor is intentionally misinforming or misdirecting.
But, regardless of motivation, the Mayor (and by extension,
the City) needs to do a bit more if she wants to convince
us that there are “no issues with our finances,” which
seems more of a veiled invitation for residents to feel
they do not need to pay attention to the budget because
everything is just peachy.
We hear the same in respect to chest-pounding about
again passing a balanced budget, when cities are by law
prevented from not passing a balanced budget. Or when
the Finance Department rolls out the many certificates
of excellence they receive from organizations that give
out certificates like grade school “everyone’s a winner”
self-esteem awards. Or when the council says there is
“no tax increase” when the “City Recovery Cost” fee
portion of the trash bill increases due to overly aggressive
cost accounting. Even a “AAA” bond rating merely
reflects an assessment of the City’s ability to repay the
indebtedness—not whether their budgeting or priorities
are correct.
Flubbed Kick-off. With this as prelude, on January 21,
2014 the Council conducted a public hearing “to accept
early input on the fiscal year 2014-2015 budget.” The
Staff Report assured the public that at this meeting
“following the overview, there will be community and City
Council Q&A and input which will be factored into the
fiscal planning. Staff envisions this public hearing as an
open dialog with the City Council and community which
will serve as guidance on priorities for resource allocation
in the coming fiscal year.
Unfortunately, this meeting was conducted as a basic
Council hearing, with the standard Council meeting limit
of 3 minutes per speaker. No advance Q&A (unless that
could be fit within a 3 minute presentation), no open dialog,
and no interaction between Council and community.

Conaway said that people don’t use the revolving door,
but would use the door for disabled people and wanted

This “budget kickoff” community meeting was first
supposed to be held January 9, as a “town hall” style
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Closing Time
Policy Changes
A public hearing with the 900 Club
will be held on April 9th. This
is intended to establish a set of
conditions, one of which will be a
definition of hard closing. Another
is to establish the conditions that
places like the Shade Hotel and
900 Club cannot be audible at 75
feet; this was the condition that the
police dept. formulated and was
included in the Use Permit for the
Strand House.
One of the major objectives is to
get changes in policy about closing
time. Residents’ expressed concern
about noise, late hours, traffic and
other problems in proximity of the
900 Club have led to the proposed
hearing. There has been a number
of citations by the police as well
as at least three misdemeanor
complaints filed in superior court.
The closing definition would include
music off, lights on, bottles, cans
and drinks picked up and everybody
out of the premises at a designated
time. This corresponds to the ABC
standard for closed, of no sales,
service or consumption of alcohol.
Hearings for the Shade Hotel and
the 900Club provide an opportunity
for all residents to attend to show
their support for implementation of
policy changes that will benefit our
entire community.

MBRA Members:
Membership runs 12 months from the date of
joining. This is to remind those for whom it is
time for renewal. Your continued support is
instrumental in maintaining this all-volunteer
organization, its goals and efforts to preserve
those qualities special to Manhattan Beach.
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Beverly Hills by-the-Sea
(aka Manhattan Beach)
Dr. Richard G. MacKenzie
Several weekends ago, I attended two fund raisers to support underfunded,
yet important character building activities at Mira Costa High School. One was
sponsored by FOLA and the other by the ‘lacrosse team mothers’. Both were
held in Manhattan Heights – at least I think it was the Heights and not the Hills.
Both were successes, not only in accomplishing their primary purpose of fundraising, but also in bringing the community together to support a shared agenda
– an agenda that underlined the importance of character building as well as
knowledge. An agenda that recognizes that the ingredients to a successful
and quality life are always more complicated than any governing structure could
ordain. Ingredients that we intuitively acknowledge through our attendance and
donation, yet often are unable to articulate. Ingredients that we trustingly and
sometimes unknowingly , leave to the wisdom of our governing structures!
I stepped outside into the quiet of the evening – I am usually the last to leave
any event! The air was crisp and the lights from the surrounding elegant
super homes glistened. A 21st century Mayberry in the Heights of Manhattan
Beach. How perfect to combine the affluence of the privileged with the
imperfect sensitivities of government. It provided an opportunity for those in the
community that care to speak out in the easiest of ways that they know how –
donating financially to the cause.
But then it struck me – OMG!
OMG – that is what is happening in the Sand Section! The Sand Section that
gives Manhattan Beach its identity as a small beach community loved by the
affluent and the ordinary alike – the surfer dude and the topless Porsche cruiser,
the sidewalk beach chair ocean gazer and the roof-top Strand denizen, the frito
consuming family on the sand and the quaffed elegance of those enjoying the
advantage of ocean view restaurants. The City that boasts of its small beach
ambience in its very mission statement is now bending to the pressures (and
politics) of the 1%! OMG! OMG!
Take a drive along Alma Avenue. Alma Ave was once representative of family
beach life – small cottages – some for permanent living and some for weekend
getaways. Homes that epitomized the mission statement of ‘small beach
ambience’ that was crafted by the visionary wisdom our City forefathers . As
leaders, they inherently seemed to sense the vulgar threat of that affluence
could bring to Manhattan Beach living. Those very lifestyles that nourished the
character building that governing structures could not ordain! Now stop and
peer down into the 16 and 20 foot excavations dug into the side of the sand
dune on ‘mansionized’ double lots and ‘annexed’ adjacent property. Take
photos to show your grandchildren! They will not believe that the ‘new Beverly
Hills by the Sea’ was ever anything but that! You will need pictures to prove it.
While there, you might snap a few of the small surrounding ‘beach cottages’ –
relics of the past yet to be gobbled by the selfish jaws of the myopic few!
Is it not time that we bring our sense of character – yes that very same character
that we nourish and encourage in our children – to the forefront of our community
responsibility? We must ask of our City governance and administration – why
do we apply the same building codes to all sections of Manhattan Beach? What
is being done for the residents to protect their community privilege of ambience,
views, breezes and structural safety? Why are the needs of architects,
developers and builders given first priority and consideration? To whom is our
Planning Commission accountable? Why must residents imbued in the lifestyle
and ambience of the Beach pay to express their opinion and responsibility
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Facts Dispute the Myths…..Mark Neumann
The residents of Manhattan Beach are moving closer to being steamrolled by the Manhattan village Mall Expansion.
What is worse—City Staff, other city official and some of the City Council members are (unwittingly?) helping to make it
happen. The Manhattan Village Mall Expansion is currently on a track for approval despite confusion and smokescreen
of the facts. Several of the Council Members have admitted on record that City Staff has not provided the promised
answers to many of the specific questions that have been asked, yet the council recently voted 3-2 to proceed with
an approval that relieves the developer of its most important obligations and asking for the most modest concessions
in return.
There are a lot of misconceptions and confusion surrounding the project, so let’s address some of the myths
surrounding the project:
MYTH: Apple is moving unless the expansion is approved
FACT: FALSE—RREEF (the developers) has made a deal to move Apple into the Pottery Barn space. Apple is not
moving.
Myth: Residents believe that more parking is being added
FACT: FALSE---Phase 1 adds large 3-story parking structures. BUT also adds a greater amount of retail space,
resulting in a decrease in parking ratios! Straight from the developer’s statistics: the current ratio of 4.1/1000/
If you look at the area near the Mall, where all the construction is planned, it is worse with parking being reduced from
3.7/1000 to 3.2/1000. This is a 15% reduction in parking!
Plaza El Segundo has 5.42/1000 parking—60-% More Parking.
MYTH: Traffic studies state that traffic on Sepulveda and Rosecrans will not be materially impacted.
FACT: FALSE. Adding 300 parking spaces will add more traffic. Be on the lookout for the tricky way the EIR and
developer state it, though. They like to use technical jargon and say that “no significant impacts” will be added to the
traffic. In this case that basically means that because the adjacent intersections around Rosecrans, Sepulveda, and
Marine are so extremely terrible already---the traffic the Mall adds will just keep it extremely terrible.
MYTH: The existing mall will be refreshed and updated.
FACT: FALSE. No mention or requirement to upgrade the existing mall is included in the approval.
The Council has been hesitant to denote any specific requirements of the developer. No requirements currently exist
to ensure any upgrading of the existing mall or what “UPGRADE” even means.
MYTH: Pacific Theaters decided to close and move out with no input from the developer, RREEF.
Fact: FALSE. The developer made a deal and agreed not to have a movie theater for 15 years, in exchange for
Pacific Theaters terminating their lease early, so the developer could expand the mall. The developer chose to
terminate the low-rent paying Pacific Theater’s lease to allow them the opportunity to build something paying more
rent to replace the theaters.
MYTH: The approval process of the Mall project has been dragged on for the developer to get out of its way and
allow it to improve the Mall for years; the city owes it to the developer to get out of its way and allow it to improve the
Mall however it see fit.
FACT: FALSE. The developer, RREEF, would not get Macy’s approval and that is what caused the delay. The mall
is a developed site that is 100% occupied. This property is not vacant land and therefore the City is not required to
grant the developer additional development rights. In fact, over the past 30 years, the City has already allowed the
mall to expand twice by over 24,000 sq. ft. How many times must the residents endure expansion? Furthermore, the
developer’s request is not self-contained. Their request also requires variances, adds to traffic and congestion and
violates property rights of neighboring property owners.
MYTH: If we don’t allow the developer to expand the mall, it is guaranteed to fail and end up as a boarded up strip mall.
FACT: FALSE. The developer has perpetuated this scare tactic and fear can have a most powerful affect on people.
The truth is a small expansion will still allow the developer to upgrade the existing mall (some have encouraged taking
the roof off of the existing mall).
MYTH: The Mall provides millions in tax revenue to the City each year. By allowing an expansion, the City coffers will
grow even more.
FACT: FALSE. Per the chart presented at the City Council meeting, the City earns $2,700,000 in tax revenue
from the mall. Sources cite anywhere from $400,000 to $700,000 generated from the Fry’s store. (It is important to
note that while Fry’s large tax revenue is a boon to the City, FRY’s low rent is a losing proposition to the developer).
Furthermore, nobody has provided an analysis of the decline in tax revenue, $2 to $3 million dollars, that will most
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Budget Uncertainty....cont’ d p. 5

meeting that would be more free-flowing. However, at the
January 7 meeting, Staff proposed that, in lieu, the City
Council conducts a “budget priorities and considerations
discussion” at the January 21, 2014 regular City Council
meeting. That venue was supposed to then “allow the
City Council to interact directly with the community in
understanding priorities” rather than the “staff-sponsored”
town hall meeting.

Self Guided Walking
Tour Highlighted
The Manhattan Beach Cultural Heritage Conservancy
was created by City Council in 2006. Establishing a
registry to safe guard the city’s heritage initiated its
purpose, as was the desire to encourage the protection
of significant landmarks of the city’s history. This was
prompted by the frightening pace with which Manhattan
Beach was losing its historical landmarks.
Part “B” of the Conservancy’s noted walking tours is
NUMBER 4 located in the “Gas Light District”, a section
of the city created in 1960. Many of the 18 architectural
styles included in the Tour date back to the early 1920’s.
Sadly, some have previously been demolished. The
tour area is bordered in the South by 23rd Street, on
the North by 24th Street, on the West by Alma Avenue,
and on the East by Blanche Road. House styles range
from Craftsman to Tudor; a number were developed by
A. Howard Sadler, notable for his distinctive styles and
features.
The Conservancy’s efforts include stimulating public
awareness and appreciationof the historic sites and
to part “ A” of the self guided Walking Tour Number 4 in the
of Manhattan Beach
knowncity’s
as “The Gas
Light District”, created
structures charming
that section
characterize
the
uniqueness.
in 1960. Many of the eighteen architectural styles you will observe date back to the
earlyassist
1920s, This
area is bordered on
the South
by 21st Street, homes
on the North by
Brochures to
intour
identifying
the
designated
Marine Avenue, on the West by Highland Avenue, and on the East by Blanche Road.
in this Walking
Tour, are available.
The development of this entire District is changing at a breathtaking pace each day.
However, we hope toto
rekindle
a view
days when
had a4slower
part “ A”
of theof
selfby-gone
guided Walking
Tour life
Number
in the tempo.
For information,
call (310)372-8520.
charming section of Manhattan Beach known as “The Gas Light District”, created

Staff was correct that any community budget discussions
are more appropriately addressed directly to the Council
than staff, but the Council meeting approach missed the
mark entirely--if indeed cogent public input was desired
and this meeting was supposed to be more than a charade.
Missed Objectives. Besides the lack of the appropriate
forum, this entire meeting missed its objectives because:
1)
There was no orientation toward community goals
rather than individual wants, and thus “individual wants”
unfortunately were predominant.
While certainly funding for the ceramics kiln, and bagged
parking meters, and providing the Chamber of Commerce
funding have their merits, these requests sort of remind
one of a college budget meeting, where every club gets
some money.
2)
There was no identification of policy trade-offs or
potential choices.
Were, as suggested, the Council to have reviewed the
city’s Financial Policies, such trade-offs would become
readily apparent. Yet Council and Staff seem to avoid any
discussion of these like the plague.
3)
There was no useable or actionable information
provided in respect to city employee salaries and
compensation, which over and over have been emphasized
as driving the main portion of the budget.
There is never a financial presentation by Staff without
mention that City employee salaries comprise 70 to
90% of the budget. Yet similarly there is never any real
substantial detail by which the community can evaluate
whether expenditures on individual employees, or groups
of employees, are providing a relative benefit or are
otherwise justified. And certainly such information is
readily available, as has been pointed out in past Observer
articles.
4)
There was too much emphasis on developing
“budget priorities” and not identifying topic areas where the
City might just want to spend a bit more money because
current goals are not being met.
The invitation for community comment on the City’s website
was phrased as: “Let us know what you think should be the
highest priorities and main considerations in crafting the
2014/15 annual budget.” From past surveys it is pretty
clear that the “highest priorities” are public safety, public
works (“flush without fear”), beach/ocean conservation,
and the schools. There is little reason anyone would need
to argue for that funding. So it is no surprise that the
only contribution to the website was from the City’s I.T.
manager suggesting we should invest in our water and
sewer infrastructure. There is an old saying that to win
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The development of this entire District is changing at a breathtaking pace each day.
However, we hope to rekindle a view of by-gone days when life had a slower tempo.
As you stroll along the tranquil streets, please respect the privacy of the residents. Parking spaces can be limited. Take note of the parking spaces located on the map below
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(Ed. Note: Interest in the Manhattan Village Mall plan changes since its initial concept and concern
that the process needs to be more responsive in representing majority residents’ views, led to a
number of meetings with a group to discuss these issues. The following is a list of suggestions and
recommendations which reflect their stated positions)
• WE SUPPORT A 1st CLASS MALL; WE OPPOSE A THIRD RATE MALL
“1st RATE MALL, NOT THIRD RATE MALL”.
• WE SUPPORT ENHANCING AND EXPANDING OUR INDOOR MALL
“ENHANCE OUR INDOOR MALL NOW, RATHER THAN LEAVING IT FOR LATER”
• WE SUPPORT PARK-LIKE OPEN SPACE FOR THE COMMUNITY, NOT THREE STORY 		
MASSIVE CEMENT PARKING STRUCTURES
“WE OPPOSE MASSIVE THREE STORY CONCRETE PARKING STRUCTURES IN OUR
OPEN SPACE; DON’T PAVE OUR POSSIBLE PARADISE BY PUTTINGUP MASSIVE
PARKING LOTS”
• WE SUPPORT ADDITIONAL RETAIL SPACE IN A PARK-LIKE OPEN SPACE FOR THE
COMMUNITY
“WE SUPPORT ADDITIONAL SALES TAX REVENUES”
• WE SUPPORT IMMEDIATE SOLUTION TO OUR TRAFFIC PROBLEMS BY EXTENDING
CEDAR AVENUE TO ROSECANS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
“WE OPPOSE ANY DELAY IN FIXING OUR TRAFFIC PROBLEMS”
• WE SUPPORT INTEGRATION OF THE NORTHEAST CORNER WITH A PARK-LIKE OPEN
SPACE FOR THE COMMUNITY
“WE OPPOSE ANY FURTHER DELAY IN DEVELOPMENT OF PHASE THREE, THE
NORTHEAST CORNER….THE ENTRY POINT TO OUR CITY AND DIRECT
COMPETITOR TO THE POINTE IN EL SEGUNDO
“DELAYING PHASE THREE WILL LEAD TO FURTHER BLIGHT IF FRY’S VACATES”
• FIX THE PACIFIC THEATRE BLIGHT BY BUILDING THE 1st PARKING GARAGE IN
THAT LOCATION
• ”SMART DEVELOPMENT, NOT DEUTSCHE BANK SALES PITCH”
• ”WE WANT ELEGANT SIMPLICITY IN OUR MALL DESIGNS WITH A LOW PROFILE”
“LET’S BE PROUD OF OUR MALL ENHANCEMENT, NOT EMBARRASSED BY SETTLING
FOR A 3rd RATE DEUTSCHE BANK DESIGN WITHOUT ANY VISION
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Budget Uncertaunty..cont’ d p.8

Shade Disturbance...cont’ d p.5

a debate, one merely needs to craft the question. The
way the City crafted this one was an obvious diversion
from a number of budget topics that really needed some
exercise.

more information on the vestibule. He also suggested that
residents provide options for mitigation to be evaluated.
According to staff, if Shade or permit holder files an
application for modification to the Use Permit, then the
applicant, and in this case, Shade, has the option of not
accepting the modified CUP if they don’t like it. When
Zislis did not implement the requirements of the 2010
CUP, it expired; Zislis then filed an application to modify
the CUP which, if approved by the City, he is not required
to implement it. This can erase a year and a half of
resident efforts with nothing permanently established.
That section of the Municipal Code 10.104.030:
Revocation or Modification of Discretionary Permit—
states that if a permit holder violates the use permit or
regulation, then the city can set a public hearing and
then can make the determination that the permit holder—
Shade, in this case—has violated their use permit. In
making that finding, Council or Planning Commission
could go ahead and modify the Use Permit to solve the
problem, thereby preventing any violations from occurring
in the future. Mr. Zislis must implement that CUP.
Under the public hearing underway, which is being
conducted pursuant to Chapter 10.84 Municipal Code,
there is no mandate. It is a matter of Shade applying for
a modification which they claim will solve the problem if
the Planning Commission approves those modifications.
The Planning Commission can approve other conditions
that are not in Zislis’ application, but he does not have to
accept them or implement them.
A major issue is that of closing time. There is nothing
in Zislis’ application to define closing time; the 2010 CUP
has a designation of music off, all glasses, bottles, drink
picked up in compliance with the ABC standard of closing,
of no sale, service or consumption of alcohol. If Zislis
does not like the Planning Commission’s inclusion of the
closing definition in the 2010 CUP, he doesn’t have to
implement the new CUP—and go back to the 2005 CUP.
Don Behrens, the acoustic consultant, explained that
sound will get out; on the east wall of the terrace there
are little gaps that destroy the mitigation by that wall,
and it would be necessary to go in and seal all the little
gaps in order for the wall to work; however, in light of
the discussion of the front door which, when open, will
expose the neighborhood to noise, and mitigation would
be destroyed. Behrens was unaware that the south
entrance, which is 10 ft. wide and 8 ft. high is going to
be open. And spending time patching little holes on the
east wall of the terrace, leaves an opening that is 10 by
8 and there appears that nothing will be done about that.
The application states that the existing drapes will handle
all the necessary noise mitigation. The drawings which
would explain the existing situation are complicated and
it is difficult to understand that the entrance is open. It
would take the discerning eye of an engineer or architect
to note that the entrance to the terrace will remain open;
The staff report should have stated the facts about the
opening; so, too, should the application. Instead, Behrens
spoke at length about filling in every little gap and

5)
Budgetary accounts and budget concepts are
spoken of in broad general terms without distinguishing
the unique characteristics of the various funds, fund
accounts, and fund accounting.
For some reason the City thinks supplying pie charts
serves as information that would drive a budget discussion.
This is ridiculous, but that is the sort of information we
receive (a pie chart was the only featured item within the
website forum). No one is going to formulate an argument
or opinion based on a pie chart. Similarly, the Finance
Director stated that it is not deficit spending when you
use prior year resources to paper over a situation where
current expenditures exceed current revenues—which to
me sounds like a deficit. When the financial reports state
that the General Fund transferred $241,817 to the Street
Lighting Fund to relieve a deficit fund balance, which
sounds to me like there is deficit spending. We cannot
have a community discussion when the Finance Director
is using language that is less than illuminary.
6)
There was no discussion of where we do not
think we are meeting our goals or performance standards.
How many times have you heard people complain about
the lack of cleanliness on the Strand, or downtown?
When do we have a discussion about when and how
this condition will improve? These are the type of items
we should be discussing. Instead of the 365 days a year
where we are usually patting ourselves on the back,
there could be a day or two where we really dig down
to determine how we can get better. And that generally
involves finances.
7)
General Fund Capital Improvement Projects
Funding is once again ignored.
Watch—when the City discusses capital improvement
projects, Staff generally lops together all those projects
that are funded from enterprise fund fees (water/sewer/
streets) with our basic facility funds, which are funded
from our general fund. So it sounds like the City is doing
a lot, but in reality we are merely just keeping up with
the utility infrastructure. Funding improvements to utility
infrastructure is, of course, good (see, “flush without
fear”), but we pretty much do this function well—even
if we have to utilize general fund sources to subsidize
activities which should be self-funding under our financial
structure, like streetlights and downtown streetscape.
What we do not do well is provide for our own nonutility facilities—our buildings and fields—where lately
the Council seems to say that nothing will be provided
unless there is private funding (see AYSO fields; MBYB
basketball hoops; Senior Center/Scout House). In respect
to the new Tot Lot improvements funded by Leadership
Manhattan Beach—a project identified when Geoff Dolan
was City Manager—the City actually said the Public
Works Department labor was going to be “donated” by
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Budget Uncertaunty..cont’ d p.10

Shades Disturbance.cont’ d p.10

opening in the adjoining wall.
Resident Wayne Partridge suggested that the Planning
Commission could schedule a public hearing to consider
the Shade Use Permit under 10.104.030. Commissioner
Ortmann indicated he wanted to follow up on Partridge’s
recommendation and wanted to know what the first step
was.
The assistant city attorney replied that the first step was
that a public hearing for revocation of the Use Permit had
to be scheduled. However, that is incomplete: a public
hearing for modification of the Use Permit is what is first
required. When Ortmann heard that a revocation hearing
had to be scheduled, he said he was opposed to doing
that.

the City, like this is not a City obligation.
Our orientation to fund these projects at the City level has
eroded over the past two decades to the point where it no
longer seems this is a City Hall responsibility. Although
kudos to those groups that step up, it is time for us to
recapture our civic heart and start providing for these
amenities with a conscientious funding stream from all
the residents. If the only way these will be funded is from
voted indebtedness, then our city leaders need to step up
and tell us that—before the bill comes due all at once, or
the funding groups begin to take an unhealthy proprietary
interest in the project.
Without a better way to reach out to residents and explain
the budgetary choices to be made, or providing enough
information to really give confidence that the Council is
prudently plotting the way forward, there will be continued
mistrust and lack of participation in the budget process.
Holding a community meeting just to hold a meeting does
not cut it. Better yet, the Council might consider—similar
to other cities—to assemble a Commission on the Budget
comprised of interested residents, who would then hold
Staff and Council accountable.

The next Shade hearing is on March 12th. This is an
ongoing issue, going into its 9th year. There is growing
interest amongst residents who do not live in the impacted
neighborhood, but view this as a need for definitive and
final action in a scenario which could be duplicated
anywhere in our four square miles, and will want to be
present to lend their support.

Beverly Hills by the Sea..cont’ d p.7

Facts & Myths..cont’ d p.7

definitely occur during the 31 months’ construction of
phase 1.
MYTH: The developer wants what is best for the
residents and the City.
FACT: FALSE. The City’s motives and the developer’s
motives are NOT 100% aligned. It is important to note
that while Fry’s generates large tax revenue for the City,
FRY’s low rent is a losing proposition for the developer.
The developer only cares about the rent it receives.
WHAT IS GOOD FOR THE CITY MAY NOT BE GOOD
FOR THE DEVELOPER.
through building appeal? How do we balance the slate
of public discussion when developers and builders are
present in full force at Council meetings to support their
projects, financial gain and thus indirectly the future of
our beach side community? Is it structurally safe what
is being done on the Sand Dunes? (remember what the
structural engineers said about the ‘earthquake safe’
high rises in downtown LA). Despite our reputation for
being first in million dollar home sales, do we really want
to be the Beverly Hills by the Sea? Is money always the
first and only consideration and thus determinant?

Myth: The only people that are against the project are
the curmudgeon antidevelopment types and the nearby
neighborhood groups who always seem to complain,
even though they bought their property knowing they
were next to a mall---what do they expect?
FACT: FALSE. A petition has been signed by about
1,500 residents of Manhattan Beach from all parts of
the City. The overwhelming complaint is that the mall is
expanding too much in such a small amount of space.
Neighboring residents and businesses have suggested
that the mall only be expanded an amount that could be
accommodated by ground, plus one story garages and
have asked that the upgrades to the existing mall be
required.

Lao Tzu, the legendary philosopher of ancient China,
who greatly influenced Confucius, stated “The Great Way
(Life) is easy for he who has no preferences”. Clearly,
those who care in Manhattan Beach have preferences –
preferences that they express through their community
activities, through their donations and through their
voluntary commitment. But how do they express those
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City Hall
March 4		
City Council 6:00 pm
March 4		
City Council 6:00 pm

Calendar

Public Art Master Plan Update
Strand Bench Design

March 12 		
Plan. Commission 6:00 pm

Shade Hotel---continued discussion

April 15 		
City Council 6:00pm		

Man. Village Mall Discussion (tentative)

April 29 		
City Council 6:00pm		

Sunshine Ordinance Report

Beverly Hills by the Sea..cont’ d p.11

preferences of community ambience - those preferences that reflect the very reasons they chose to live here. Filling a
Council Chamber during meetings is temporary, cumbersome and structurally discordant with 21st century demands and
lifestyle. Is it not time to take the ‘uneasy’ or difficult way?
We, as a City, have no vision or Master Plan and so are left to the monied interests to make their preferences, ours!
Perhaps, then, the first step is to declare a moratorium on all new structures until a Master Plan is realized! City Council
(and hopefully administration) must no longer be prisoner to the selfish desires of those who define community in their
materialistic terms!
The developers and builders have, inadvertently, thrown the gauntlet of challenge!
How as a community do we respond?

Manhattan Beach Residents Association
P.O.Box 1149
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-1149
(310) 379-3277 Email: yourmbra@gmail.com
( ) Enclosed is $30.00 annual (2014-2015) Membership Fee.
(
(
(
(

) Yes, I (we) would like to assist.
) City Hall Watch		
( ) Computer Assistance
) Fund Raising		
( ) Membership
) Communications		
( ) Telephoning

Name(s)

Address								(Zip)

City						Phone(H)			B)
E-mail								Fax
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